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Purpose: The zone of polarizing activity regulatory sequence (ZRS)
is an enhancer that regulates sonic hedgehog during embryonic limb
development. Recently, mutations in a noncoding evolutionary
conserved sequence 500 bp upstream of the ZRS, termed the pre-ZRS
(pZRS), have been associated with polydactyly in dogs and humans.
Here, we report the first case of triphalangeal thumb–polysyndactyly
syndrome (TPT-PS) to be associated with mutations in this region
and show via mouse enhancer assays how this mutation leads to
ectopic expression throughout the developing limb bud.

Methods: We used linkage analysis, whole-exome sequencing,
Sanger sequencing, fluorescence in situ hybridization, multiplex
ligation-dependent probe amplification, single-nucleotide poly-
morphism array, and a mouse transgenic enhancer assay.

Results: Ten members of a TPT-PS family were included in
this study. The mutation was linked to chromosome 7q36 (LOD

score 3.0). No aberrations in the ZRS could be identified. A
point mutation in the pZRS (chr7:156585476G>C; GRCh37/hg19)
was detected in all affected family members. Functional character-
ization using a mouse transgenic enhancer essay showed
extended ectopic expression dispersed throughout the entire limb
bud (E11.5).

Conclusion: Our work describes the first mutation in the pZRS to
be associated with TPT-PS and provides functional evidence that this
mutation leads to ectopic expression of this enhancer within the
developing limb.
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INTRODUCTION
The genomic landscape of chromosome 7q36 comprises a
topological associated domain (TAD),1 ranging from sonic
hedgehog (SHH) to limb development membrane protein 1
(LMBR1), a gene located ~ 1 megabase (Mb) upstream of
SHH.2 Within this TAD, several regulatory enhancer elements
have been identified that are involved in SHH regulation
during embryonic development of the brain, the central
nervous system, and the limbs.3,4 In limb development, SHH
expression is limited to the zone of polarizing activity (ZPA)
in the posterior limb bud, creating an SHH gradient over the
anteroposterior axis of the limb.5 This gradient is crucial for
establishing adequate digit patterning.
The regulation of SHH in the embryonic limb bud has

largely been attributed to a conserved noncoding regulatory

element located in intron 5 of LMBR1, called the ZPA
regulatory sequence (ZRS).6 Various genetic aberrations of the
ZRS have been associated with triphalangeal thumb (TPT)
and preaxial polydactyly in humans, mice, cats, and
chickens.7,8 Molecular studies in polydactylous mice revealed
that disruption of the ZRS results in ectopic SHH expression
in the anterior limb bud.6

Point mutations and genomic duplications are the most
commonly found ZRS aberrations that lead to limb
malformations. Point mutations of the ZRS generally cause
triphalangeal thumb accompanied with an additional thumb.9

Genomic duplications encompassing the ZRS are associated
with more severe phenotypes, like triphalangeal thumb–
polysyndactyly syndrome (TPT-PS), Haas-type polysyndac-
tyly, or Laurin–Sandrow syndrome.10 To date, many point
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mutations of the ZRS and genomic duplications of different
sizes have been reported in the literature.9,10

Recently, several studies have suggested that genetic
alterations in locations other than the ZRS throughout the
1Mb encompassing SHH-LMBR1 TAD could be associated
with TPT phenotypes. Petit et al.1 showed that a 2-kilobase
(kb) deletion in a gene desert 240 kb upstream of SHH was
linked to familial TPT and hypertrichosis. Additionally,
variations in the pre-ZRS (pZRS), a noncoding conserved
region approximately 700 base pairs (bp) upstream to the
ZRS, were reported in sporadic cases of preaxial polydactyly
in humans and dogs.12,13

In 1988, Nicolai et al.14 reported a large Dutch TPT-PS
family consisting of 27 patients. The family pedigree
suggested an autosomal dominant inheritance. Subsequently,
Tsukurov et al.15 linked the disease locus in this family to
chromosome 7q36 (D7S550, logarithm of the odds (LOD)
score 6.85). Here, we further investigated the molecular causes
of this severe limb anomaly in this Dutch TPT-PS family. A
whole-genome single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array
found linkage between the TPT-PS and the 7q36 locus and,
combined with multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplifica-
tion, did not identify any disease-associated copy-number
variations (CNVs). Karyotyping and fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) did not reveal any specific structural
rearrangements within this region. ZRS sequencing and
whole-exome sequencing revealed no pathogenic variants.
We next sequenced a 4,500-bp region around the ZRS and
identified a point mutation in the pZRS that segregated with
the phenotype. Computational analyses did not find increased
conservation scores for this mutation compared with
previously reported mutations that lead to a much less severe
phenotype. A mouse transgenic enhancer essay showed
ectopic LacZ expression dispersed through the entire limb
bud at E11.5, in both fore- and hindlimbs. Combined, our
study underlines that the integrity of the surrounding
environment of the ZRS plays a crucial role in the regulation
of SHH during limb development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
TPT-PS family
Two TPT-PS families were identified at the outpatient clinic
for Congenital Hand and Upper Limb Anomalies at the
Sophia Children’s Hospital in Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
The family members were consulted and clinically examined
by a plastic surgeon and a clinical geneticist. A common
ancestor for two Dutch TPT-PS families could be identified in
the established pedigree, confirming relatedness of both
families (Figure 1). Peripheral blood samples were collected
from the affected father, unaffected mother, and both affected
children in Dutch family I and the affected mother and child
in Dutch family II. Additionally, the Dutch family reported
the presence of Australian relatives with similar congenital
hand anomalies. The Australian family was subsequently
consulted and clinically examined and peripheral blood
samples were collected from four affected family members

in the Australian family. In total, nine patients with TPT-PS
and one unaffected family member were included in this
study. Written informed consent was obtained from all family
members. This study has been approved by the Medical Ethics
Committee of the Erasmus University Medical Centre in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands (MEC-2015-12).

SNP array and linkage
Genome-wide genotyping was conducted using 200 ng DNA
from all included family members with an Illumina Infinium
GSAMD-24v1 array (Illumina, San Diego, CA; 730,525 SNPs
at a median distance of 2.1 kb). The statistical package,
easyLINKAGE Plus v5.08 (20), Merlin v1.0.1 software
(Abecasis Lab, University of Michigan), was used to perform
single-point and multipoint parametric linkage analysis as
previously described.16 Logarithm of odds scores were
obtained using a dominant model of inheritance, with 99%
penetrance and disease allele frequency of 1:1.000. Further-
more, SNP-array data was additionally used to evaluate the
presence of genomic duplications or deletions. Data was
analyzed using the Nexus Copy Number, Discovery Edition,
version 7 (BioDiscovery, El Segundo, CA).

ZRS sequencing and multiplex ligation-dependent probe
amplification
Targeted sequencing of the ZRS combined with multiplex
ligation-dependent probe amplification is currently used as
standard genetic diagnostic work-up in TPT families. DNA
was isolated from peripheral blood. Fragments were amplified
using standard polymerase chain reaction. An 834-bp
fragment covering the ZRS was sequenced in all Dutch index
patients (chr7:156583766-156584600, GRCh/Hg19).
Additionally, primers were designed to sequence a 4,500-bp

region surrounding the ZRS (chr7:15681430-156585993,
GRCh39, Hg19). A total of eight primer pairs were required
to cover this entire sequence (Supplementary Table S1
online).
The polymerase chain reaction products were sequenced

using Big Dye Terminator 3.1. The fragments were loaded on
an Abi 3130 sequence analyzer and genetic analysis was
performed with SeqScape Software (v3.0).
Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification analysis

(MRC Holland S134 kit) was used to detect the presence of
genomic duplications and deletions between exons 3 and 6 of
LMBR1, encompassing the ZRS.

Karyotyping and FISH
Karyotyping was performed on GTG-banded metaphases
obtained from peripheral blood cultures using standard
procedures. Karyotypes were obtained from V-6 and a
control. Results were described in accordance with the
International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature
2005 (ref. 17). FISH was carried out on the fixed sediments
of the karyotyping cultures of subject V-6 and a control.
FISH analysis was performed using five 7q36 located
bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones. The BAC
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clones (RP11-773c4, RP5-982e9, RP11-332e22, RP11-51l24,
and RP11-50D7; Supplementary Table S2 online) were
selected from the University of California–Santa Cruz
Genome Browser (assembly March 2006) and ordered from
BACPAC Resources (Children’s Hospital of Oakland
Research Institute, Oakland, CA). After isolation of the
BAC DNA, the probes were labeled and used for FISH on
chromosome preparations from patients and parents,
according to standard protocols.18

Whole-exome sequencing
Samples of patients IV-2, V-1, V-4, and V-5 were sequenced
using an Illumina Nextseq500 machine. The exome samples
were captured using the Truseq Exome Library Prep Kit and
the Illumina TruSeq Exome Library Prep Reference Guide
v01. Reads were aligned against the Human Reference
Genome build 19 (hg19) and genetic variants were called
using the Qiagen CLC genomics workbench. The variant call
format (.vcf) files were annotated with Annovar.19 Subse-
quently, the annotated data was filtered using the previously
obtained linkage data, the presence of the variant in all four
members of the family, and an allele frequency of less than
0.001 in publicly available reference data sets, including 1000
Genomes,20 ExAC,21 and Qiagen HGMD Professional.22

Mouse enhancer assay
A genomic region encompassing both pZRS and ZRS
(chr7:156583545-156585773, GRCh37/hg19, 2229 base pairs)
with either the reference sequence or the chr7:156585476G>
C change was cloned into an HSP 68-Lac Z vector (Addgene
#37843) by carrying out a polymerase chain reaction on
genomic DNA from patient V-5. The cloned plasmids were
sequenced verified to contain the mutation allele and the
wild-type allele and to exclude any other variants. Transgenic
mouse E11.5 embryos followed by β-galactosidase staining
were generated by Cyagen Biosciences. Pictures of embryos
were taken using a Leica M205FA stereomicroscope and
annotated independently by multiple curators based on the
observed spatial expression pattern. All mouse work was
approved by the University of California–San Francisco
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

RESULTS
Clinical report
All affected family members had a phenotype that corre-
sponds to triphalangeal thumb–polysyndactyly syndrome
(TPT-PS, OMIM 174500). The pedigree demonstrated an
autosomal dominant inheritance of the phenotype. All
patients were bilaterally affected. They presented with at least
one triphalangeal thumb on both hands. The hands typically
demonstrated a poly- and syndactylous block of digits on the

Patient V-5 Patient V-6

Figure 2 Clinical images of triphalangeal thumb–polysyndactyly syndrome (TPT-PS) phenotypes of patients V-5 and V-6. The full color image
of this figure is available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/gim.
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Figure 1 Pedigree of triphalangeal thumb–polysyndactyly syndrome (TPT-PS) family. Affected family members are identified by filled black
squares or circles. The numbers of the 10 family members that were included in this study are underlined and in bold.
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anterior and posterior side, with the second and occasionally
the third digit present between both blocks. Additionally,
postaxial syndactyly and polydactyly of both feet were
observed in patients V-4, V-5, and V-6. The affected family
members did not present with other congenital anomalies.
(Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S3)

TPT-PS is linked to 7q36
Genome-wide linkage analysis was performed to validate the
linkage results that were obtained by Tsukurov et al.15 With
SNP-array data of all 10 included family members, LOD
scores were calculated using easyLINKAGE software. Linkage
was confirmed at chromosome 7q36 (LOD score 3.0,
chr7:156033299-158113390, GRCh37/hg19). This region cor-
responds to the region that was found in the same TPT-PS
family by Tsukurov et al.15 (LOD score D7S550). Addition-
ally, a maximum LOD score of 3.0 was found on chromosome
21q22.11 (chr21:33405700-36673573, GRCh37/hg19).

Absence of ZRS and copy-number disease-associated
variations
As the ZRS has been associated with various limb malforma-
tions, we analyzed our family for mutations and CNVs in this
region. The ZRS was sequenced in patients V-4, V-5, and V-6
and did not reveal any disease-associated alterations. Because
TPT-PS is commonly associated with duplications including
the ZRS,10 SNP-array data of all TPT-PS patients were
reviewed to identify CNVs on chromosome 7q36. No
CNVs larger than 2.1 kb were found on chromosome 7q36
(Figure 3) or chromosome 21q22.11. Finally, multiplex
ligation-dependent probe amplification analysis did not reveal
pathogenic deletions or duplications between exon 3 and exon
6 of LMBR1.
Karyotyping using GTC-banded chromosomes revealed no

aberrant chromosomal pattern in the two tested individuals.
FISH with dual-labeled BAC probes using different probe
combinations (Figure 3, Supplementary Figure S4 online)
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Figure 3 Fluorescence in situ hybridization and copy-number variations analysis. (a) Results of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis
of patient V-5. The location of five FISH probes are depicted in the genome track. The labeled colors of each probe correspond to the color displayed
on the images. (b) Images of Nexus copy-number analysis (Illumina Infinium GSAMD-24v1 microarray) in patients V-5 and V-6 do not show copy-
number variations on chromosome 7q36. pZRS, pre–zone of polarizing activity regulatory sequence; ZRS, zone of polarizing activity regulatory
sequence. The full color image of this figure is available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/gim.
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excluded small subchromosomal rearrangements in the SHH-
LMBR1 region or the telomeric part of chromosome 7q36.
Also, using a BAC probe covering the ZRS region in intron 5
of the LMBR1 gene (RP11-51I24) we did not detect any
aberrant patterns of hybridization in interphase nuclei or
banded chromosomes.

No pathogenic exonic variants linked to limb defects
We next wanted to test whether coding mutations in other
genes might be associated with this phenotype. Samples of
four affected patients were investigated with whole-exome
sequencing to verify if an exonic pathogenic variant was
present on chromosome 7q36, 21q22.11 or in other coding
regions. The affected family members did not share any
predicted pathogenic variants with an allele frequency of less
than 0.001 in 1000 Genomes,20 ExAC,21 and Human Gene
Mutation Database22 data sets.

Identification of a point mutation in the pZRS
After sequencing a 4.5-kb region covering the ZRS and pZRS,
a heterozygous G>C point mutation in the pZRS
(chr7:156585476G>C; hg19) was identified (Figure 4). This
point mutation was found in all affected patients and was
absent in an unaffected family member. The variant was not
present in online databases (dbSNP,23 ClinVar,24 ExAC,21 and
Human Gene Mutation Database) or in locally available whole-
genome sequencing data sets (GoNL25 and Wellderly26).

Computation analyses of pZRS variants
Previous reported mutations in the pZRS were found to only
lead to preaxial polydactyly in dogs12 and humans.13

However, our identified pZRS mutation, chr7:156585476G>C,
leads to a much more severe phenotype, TPT-PS, which also
includes the lower limbs. To test for potential causes for these
phenotypic differences, we carried out various computational

SHH RNF32

ZRS

100 vert.
conservation

Reference

Patient V-1

Patient V-5

Patient V-6

Control

pZRS

830 kb
LMBR1

Figure 4 Mutation location of the identified point mutation in intron 5 of LMBR1. The pre–zone of polarizing activity regulatory sequence
(pZRS) is visualized through the conservation track in the University of California–Santa Cruz Genome Browser. The chromatogram of three affected
family members reveal a G>C point mutation. The full color image of this figure is available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.
com/gim.
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analyses on these different mutations. Evolutionary conserva-
tion analyses of this variant compared with the previously
discovered canine and human variants using both PhyloP
and genomic evolutionary rate profiling27 did not find
chr7:156585476G to have higher conservation scores than
these previously reported variants (Supplementary Figure S5
online). Additionally, Combined Annotation Dependent
Depletion scores28 for this nucleotide were not higher than
these other variants (Supplementary Figure S5 online).
Combined, these analyses could not explain the cause for the
stronger limb phenotype observed in this family.
Furthermore, TPT-PS is widely associated with genomic

duplications that cover the ZRS. Duplications that include the
ZRS are also able to cause more severe anomalies, like Haas-
type polysyndactyly and Laurin–Sandrow syndrome.10 The
similarity of phenotypes in pZRS mutations and genomic
duplications indicate corresponding levels and patterns of
SHH disruption in the limb bud. This similarity also
introduces the hypothesis that SHH regulation in pZRS
mutations and genomic duplications might be affected by the
same underlying molecular mechanism.
Although genomic duplications encompassing the ZRS have

regularly been reported in the literature, no study has
investigated the pathogenic mechanism that ultimately results
in these severe limb anomalies. Two hypotheses have been
suggested regarding genomic duplications of the ZRS. First, it
has been proposed that a genomic duplication could have
a dosage effect, affecting the regulatory balance between
enhancers and promoters.29

Second, genomic duplications are able to alter the chromatin
organization of the entire genome.30 Hi-C sequencing has
revealed that the chromatin structure is partitioned into various
TADs. Duplications of the ZRS therefore might disrupt a TAD
boundary in the vicinity of the ZRS and cause limb anomalies
through one of these mechanisms. Through the Hi-C 3D-
genome browser and ENCODE track for chromatin organiza-
tion, we mapped the predicted TAD boundaries and CTCF and
RAD21 binding sites in the SHH-ZRS domain31,32

(Supplementary Figure S6 online). The Hi-C genome browser
and the presence of increased CTCF and RAD21 binding sites
predicted a TAD boundary in intron 4 of LMBR1, 25 kb
upstream of the ZRS. Lohan et al.10 reported 16 different sizes of
genomic duplications encompassing the ZRS that caused severe
limb anomalies. Fifteen of these duplications also include the
predicted TAD boundary in intron 4 of LMBR1. However, the
smallest duplication of 16 kb in a Laurin–Sandrow syndrome
family did not surpass this TAD boundary. As the phenotypes
of genomic duplications and point mutations in the pZRS have
close similarities, we assessed if the pZRS represents an
additional TAD boundary that can be disrupted by point
mutations. We did not identify increasing CTCF and RAD21
binding sites in the pZRS region (Supplementary Figure S6
online).
Therefore, although the disruption of the TAD boundary in

the vicinity of the ZRS complex could explain the pathogenic
mechanism in TPT-PS families with genomic duplications, it

is not able to elucidate the mechanism in the family with a
point mutation in the pZRS or the previously reported family
with the 16-kb duplication.

chr7:156585476G change leads to ectopic ZRS expression in
the developing limb bud
We next carried out mouse transgenic enhancer assays on
both the reference and mutant allele to test whether it leads to
any altered enhancer activity. Both the pZRS and ZRS region
for each allele were cloned into a mouse enhancer assay vector
and analyzed for their LacZ expression at E11.5 in transgenic
mice. For the reference allele, eight transgenic assays were
made, of which seven showed expression in the posterior
margin of the limb bud (Figure 5, Supplementary Figure S7
online). We observed a significant expansion of LacZ

a
Wildtype Forelimb

Hindlimb

Forelimb

Hindlimb

b ZRS/pZRS-mutant

Figure 5 LacZ expression in mice embryos (E11.5) carrying the (a)
wild-type zone of polarizing activity regulatory sequence (ZRS)/
pre-ZRS (pZRS) construct or the (b) mutated ZRS/pZRS construct.
The full color image of this figure is available in the online version of the
paper at http://www.nature.com/gim.
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expression for the TPT-PS associated allele, extending to the
entire mesenchyme all the way into the trunk region in five of
six mutated transgenic enhancer assays made (Figure 5,
Supplementary Figure S7 online). In addition, the mutant
allele also showed LacZ expression in the mandibular process
that was not observed in the reference sequence. It is worth
noting that both alleles also showed consistent LacZ staining
in the snout, similar to that previously observed for the
canine sequence,12 and that the reference allele showed slight
expression in the anterior autopod (Figure 5, Supplementary
Figure S7 online) different from previous studies that tested
ZRS only33 or the canine ZRS + pZRS in mice.12 In sum, our
results show that transgenic mice carrying the mutated pZRS
allele have increased enhancer activity dispersed throughout
the entire limb bud including the trunk region at the base of
the limb compared with the reference allele.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we report a Dutch family with triphalangeal
thumb–polysyndactyly syndrome with a point mutation in
a conserved noncoding regulatory region in the genome; the
pZRS. This point mutation was identified after several
abnormalities known to cause a TPT-PS phenotype were
ruled out, including point mutations, CNVs, and chromoso-
mal rearrangements of the ZRS as well as pathogenic variants
in other genes. We discovered a novel mutation in the pZRS
that segregated with the disease and showed differential
enhancer activity in transgenic mice.

Previously reported pZRS mutations
Two studies have previously associated point mutations in the
pZRS with congenital limb anomalies. Park et al.12 identified
two point mutations in the pZRS in two different breeds of
dogs, but did not find altered expression in an enhancer assay.
However, it is important to also note that this mutation is
located near the telomeric end of the pZRS (Supplementary
Figure S5 online). In another study, Xiang et al.13 screened a
large population of children with nonsyndromic preaxial
polydactyly for mutations in SHH, GLI3, ZRS, and pZRS.
Patients with isolated preaxial polydactyly of the thumb are
often unilaterally affected and do not have a positive family
history. Therefore, it is questionable whether this phenotype is
due to underlying genetic aberrations. In addition, these
mutations were not followed up via an enhancer assay for
their functional consequences. Computational analyses of our
identified mutation did not show increased conservation
scores, which could have potentially explained the more
severe phenotype.

The role of the pZRS in this SHH-ZRS complex
The functional role of the pZRS remains largely unknown.
The pZRS was delineated from the ZRS by Park et al.12 and is
well conserved among vertebrate species and positioned
approximately 750 bp 5’ upstream of the ZRS. Until the
present study, there was no functional or molecular evidence
confirming that the pZRS is an independently functioning

regulatory element. Considering the close proximity of the
pZRS and the ZRS, the pZRS could potentially function as an
independent regulatory element of SHH but also could
function alongside the ZRS.
The central part of the ZRS has previously been shown to

have a role in regulating the levels of SHH expression in the
limb,34 with the 5’ end involved in spatiotemporal functions
and the 3’ end required for long-range activity of the ZRS that
ensures SHH signaling.34,35 Additionally, different ETV sites
throughout the ZRS govern the posterior restriction of SHH
to the ZPA.36 Further molecular and functional studies will be
required to determine which regulatory role the pZRS has and
how it is associated with SHH limb expression.

Genotype–phenotype correlation
The observation of severe TPT phenotypes in combination
with a single pZRS point mutation in this family provides
insights into the possible underlying pathogenic mechanism
of this region. The TPT-PS phenotype is clearly more severe
than TPT phenotypes caused by previously described point
mutations in the ZRS. Several studies have shown that point
mutations in the ZRS affect the activity of the ZRS by
inserting or removing transcription factor binding sites of
ETS, ETV, HOX, and TFAP2B.34,36,37 These point mutations
generally lead to isolated TPT or TPT with one additional
thumb. Other described point mutations in the ZRS, however,
do cause more severe anomalies than isolated TPT with
polydactyly, such as those involving positions 402 and 404
that are associated with isolated TPT with tibial
hypoplasia.6,38,39 In contrast to our reported family, the
severe anomalies in 402 and 404 point mutations are only
observed in the lower limb and not in the upper limb.
A recent study also revealed that a point mutation in

position 105 causes severe TPT phenotypes that resemble
TPT-PS in several affected family members of a large Dutch
TPT population.40 However, the simultaneous presence of less
severe phenotypes such as isolated TPT and TPT with
preaxial polydactyly in other family members indicate that
additional nongenetic factors or genetic modifiers are
required to magnify SHH disruption in the limb bud.
Considering the severe phenotype in the present Dutch
family, it is unlikely that alterations in transcription factor
binding site affinity have the ability to induce the level of
disruption that is required to cause consistent TPT-PS
phenotypes in this family. Furthermore, as TPT-PS is mainly
observed in families with genomic duplications that encom-
pass the ZRS, we evaluated whether pZRS mutations can alter
the integrity of TAD boundaries in the SHH-LMBR1
topological domain. We did not identify increased presence
of CTCF or RAD21 binding sites in the pZRS. Additionally,
the TAD boundary seems to be located approximately 25 kb
from the telomeric end of the pZRS (Supplementary Figure
S6 online). Therefore, pZRS mutations are not likely to be
involved in the disruption of the SHH-LMBR1 TAD.
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Altered enhancer activity
Our mouse enhancer assay that encompassed both the ZRS
and pZRS showed enhancer expression beyond the normal
posterior ZPA expression pattern of previous transgenic mice
carrying the human ZRS sequence33 or the dog ZRS + pZRS
sequence.12 For the dog mutations, similar mouse transgenic
enhancer assays did show a slight expansion of enhancer
activity in the posterior limbs compared with the reference
sequence.12 In our study, mice carrying the reference allele did
show slight anterior expression, but those carrying the
mutated allele showed significantly more extended enhancer
expression. This extended ectopic expression pattern could
explain the severity of the limb phenotype in this family and
suggests that the pZRS is involved in SHH expression and
limb embryonic development and that mutations in this
region can cause a severe triphalangeal thumb–polysyndactyly
phenotype.
The regulatory network of SHH remains to be completely

elucidated. New initiatives combining information from the
molecular, genetic, and clinical points of view will help to
elucidate the complex regulatory network in this locus that
may also serve as a model for understanding long-range
regulatory mechanisms for other loci.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material is linked to the online version of the
paper at http://www.nature.com/gim
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